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Abstract
The relationship between the sovereign debt of developing countries and the
protection of the social rights of citizens in those countries has received considerable
analysis from the economic, political and moral perspectives, but relatively little has
been written from the legal point of view. Consequently, this paper provides legal
insights into the lingering crisis that sovereign debt poses to human rights, with a
specific focus on the economy of Uganda. The paper is particularly concerned with
examining what Uganda’s debt burden means for the basic observance and
enjoyment of human rights by its citizens of both the present and the future.

Africa’s burden of foreign debt represents the single largest obstacle
to the continent’s development. It takes its toll on human beings
with a brutality difficult to capture in words. For the majority of
poor people in Africa, continued debt repayment means increasingly
inadequate diets, insufficient income to feed and educate children,
and mounting susceptibility to diseases.

As long as African

countries are forced to spend almost US$15 billion each year
repaying debts to G8 governments and international financial
institutions, they will be unable to address their urgent domestic
needs. The constant outward flow of desperately needed resources
undermines poverty- reduction initiatives and cripples efforts to cope
with the devastating impact of disaster and disease.1
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The gist of the phenomenon of the “social contract” as developed by philosophers
like John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau is that when men and women agree to
yield parts of their autonomy and cede control to the state, the government is then
obliged to protect the natural rights of its subjects.2 If the government neglects this
obligation, it forfeits its validity or legitimacy and ultimately its office.3 This theory
underlies the provision in Article 1(3) of the 1995 Constitution of Uganda which
emphasizes that the power and authority of government and its organs derives from
the people.
Public debt is incurred primarily for financing budget deficits, the development of
domestic financial markets, supporting the country’s balance of payments position,
bolstering foreign reserves and pursuing monetary policy objectives.4 Economists
however caution against ‘debt overhang’ – the acquisition of large debts which
creates a climate of permanent financial fragility in a country, leaving it in a
financial and economic slump without domestic revenue to pay for current
expenditures. 5 Appropriate development means development activities that are
consistent with international human rights standards, are sustainable, and that
involve the beneficiaries in the design, implementation and management of the
development activity.6
Human rights on the other hand are based on principles of empowerment,
participation and accountability. At one time, these were seen as irrelevant or
antagonistic to economic growth and development. Today however, the importance
of participatory and accountable decision making has been echoed by virtually every
relevant international body, and good governance directives are a key element of
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multilateral lending.7 Accountability is therefore at the core of human rights, and is
the rationale behind the spirit and content of human rights instruments.
Accountability by the State is arguably a specific human right vested in the citizens
of any country.

National law is the primary mechanism for the protection of

human rights, even when the laws may not explicitly be labelled as pertaining to
human rights.8 This is important to note because not every human rights standard
gives rise to a remedy in the event of violation.9 Redress is usually available only if
the country accused of the violation has agreed to be held accountable by an
international human rights body, or if the right is protected by domestic law, the
obligation of the State clarified and the remedy also set out.10
While discussing agency as one of the proposed UN Basic Principles on Sovereign
Debt, the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) emphasises that
government officials involved in sovereign lending and borrowing transactions do so
for the public interest. 11 The principle is expounded to mean that when they
contract debt obligations, they have a responsibility to protect the interests of their
citizens. This is because sovereign debt binds the continuing legal entity of the State
including the future generations of its citizens. Another principle discussed
thereunder is that of transparency which imposes an obligation on states to put in
place and implement a comprehensive legal framework that defines procedures,
responsibilities and accountability mechanisms. Because the tax payers of a
country will ultimately be responsible for the repayment of sovereign debt, their
representatives in the legislature should be involved in the decisions about whether
and how to incur the debt.
7
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In a developed world, it is easy to ignore the problem of the sovereign debt of
developing countries, or to take no more than a general political interest in the issue
when it is portrayed by the media at special occasions.12 And yet this problem
touches on many fundamental issues such as concepts of justice, tensions between
human rights protection and financial interests, and the relationship between the
developing world and the industrialized North.13
Decisions about fiscal policy usually make front page news and form the focus of
political controversy, while debt management policy usually gets little attention.14 It
is the quiet part of government’s efforts at economic stabilization.

15
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management is not just an automatic program of financing the deficit; the way
government finances the deficit has major consequences for the economy.16 For
example, the near-global financial melt-down in 2008 arose directly from the
excessive accumulation of debt within the US. 17 In addition, the history of
international finance is littered with instances of governments that declared
themselves unable to meet their financial obligations on a timely basis.
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Governments with a poor track record, little credibility and limited political resolve
especially when their own financial woes were aggravated by widespread corporate
and bank failures have been particularly susceptible to default.19
Notwithstanding the above, human rights under international law predominate over
conflicting obligations including debt servicing.20 In fact, the essence of the legal
obligation of debt incurred by a government is to ensure the economic and social
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aspirations of its people, by assigning priority to their basic health, nutritional and
educational necessities.21
Clearly therefore, the people and their well-being should be at the centre of all policy
decision-making including the acquisition and management of public debt, as
opposed to being a mere after-thought as some form of collateral to handle after the
crisis befalls the economy. Unfortunately, the latter is commonly the practice.
Economic human rights are a powerful foundation for macro-economic performance,
but so long as nation states value sovereignty, it is not likely that these rights will be
enforceable by citizens against their own governments.22
This paper therefore considers what should legally be the place of the people at the
table of decision-making on issues relating to sovereign debt. Attention is drawn to
the inevitable link between a country’s debt and the human rights of its citizens.
The paper also holds a discussion on the concept of illegitimate or odious debt and
analyses its application to and implications for Uganda’s borrowing. Focus is then
shifted directly to the case of Uganda—tracing its debt from the 1980s to date, with
a detailed presentation of the current debt situation and analysis of developing
trends. A brief overview of the existing legal, policy and institutional framework
guides the critique on whether the same is adequate. A discussion is also made of
how Uganda’s borrowing affects both current and future generations, with a critical
consideration of the degree to which enough or any attention is being paid to the
issue. The paper concludes by making the recommendations necessary to progress
towards a more comfortable and desired position.
2.0

SOVEREIGNITY, SOVEREIGN DEBT AND HUMAN RIGHTS.

The international financial community portrays lending as necessary and good, but
since 1999 developing countries have been paying more than US$260m per day to
the industrialised countries because of that lending, and it seems that the benefits
to many poor countries are less than what has been claimed.23
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First, International policies often make the conferral of aid, debt, relief or additional
trading opportunities to a country depend upon its having successfully
implemented specific policies, achieved certain social or economic outcomes, or
demonstrated itself as committed to conducting itself in specified ways. 24 The
countries of Sub-Saharan Africa have largely been turned into an IMF/World Bank
‘macro-economic guinea pig’ because their poor credit ratings make them largely
dependent on resources from the multilateral institutions. 25 As a result, these
countries have ceded important parts of their sovereignty to these institutions.26
Besides, debt servicing that infringes upon a government’s ability to carry out basic
sovereign functions as it instead focuses on meeting conditions imposed by
creditors undermines the right to self-determination. 27 For example, the HIPC
initiative 28 has failed to resolve Africa’s debt crisis and has instead left many
developing countries committing scarce resources to debt servicing instead of
meeting the needs of their people.29
However, the UN condemns the repayment of debt under predatory conditions due
to the direct negative effects it has on the capacity of sovereign governments to fulfil
their obligations on economic social and cultural rights in particular.30 Countries
should not be forced to exhaust all resources to pay off sovereign debt, much less
when repayment will be at the expense of the well-being of their citizens.31 Debt
servicing deprives governments of as much as half their annual budgets, eliminating
vital social services, undermining democratic processes and condemning the
poorest populations to a vicious cycle of impoverishment.32
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When a state borrows, it is effectively selling a resource to the creditor- the right to
part of the future taxable income of those subject to its tax authority.33 Also, since
creditors cannot de jure take control of a country or seize a significant amount of its
assets in the event of default, supply of credit to the debtor state is instead
restricted.34 But setting aside the periodic crises and stunted development caused
by over-indebtedness, the real cost of sovereign debt is paid in tiny instalments
every day by people without access to health care, education and clean water, whose
livelihoods are crimped by crumbling public infrastructure and faltering
economies.35
A possible counter argument made by some scholars is that since improvements in
a country’s highways or ports, schools or hospital care all benefit future tax payers,
long-term borrowing is merely a way for the government to share the present costs of
such projects with those future tax payers through interest and principal
repayments, which their taxes will cover36 An immediate criticism however lies in
the reasoning that the agents who take out the loan and those obliged to repay it are
different (as it is the finance ministers and other public officials who make the
decision to borrow a sum to be suffered by present and future citizens) and
sometimes, the much promised benefits simply don’t accrue.37
There therefore seem to be many parallel but supporting angles to this link between
sovereign debt and human rights. On the one hand, poor countries may need to
borrow to have enough to fulfil the economic, social and cultural rights of their
citizens. On the other hand, over- borrowing results in a heavy tax burden on the
citizens to meet debt servicing obligations. Eventually, failure to meet these
obligations restricts the supply of credit to the debtor country, credit it needs to
function and take care of its citizens. This paradox has been captured by some
analysts thus:
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It is hard to imagine how most countries would govern themselves
well or reliably fulfil the human rights of their people without their
national government enjoying some rights to borrow in the name of
their present and future citizens. Sovereign debt raises serious
human rights concerns however, when very high levels of debt
significantly limit the ability of countries to manage their affairs
effectively. High debt levels can limit the capacities of governments to
provide the social services necessary to ensure even a minimally
adequate standard of living for their people, and divert resources and
energy from the pursuit of short and long- term strategies that would
further their peoples’ well-being.38
The question then becomes about where to draw the line. A government can always
tax more or spend less to make resources available to service its debt, but too much
taxation can eventually become economically inefficient and counter-productive.39
Reducing expenditures can also cut into basic services that many would rank
morally preferable or in some ways more desirable than debt service. 40 The
reconciliation point would therefore be that those in charge of debt acquisition and
management involve the people, be adequately accountable and present clear and
tangible indicators of how the loans taken out are benefiting the population.
Instead, present and past governments of many excessively-indebted countries are
being criticised for not being even minimally representative of the interests of those
they rule.41 They are constantly accused of failing to give due consideration to the
interests of their people, in both the making of decisions, and in the decisions
themselves. Proving the accuracy of these assertions is what would determine
whether sovereign debt is not just a factor explaining the human rights
under-fulfilment in Africa, but has elevated into a manifestation of human rights
violation.
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2.1

The Concept of Illegitimate and Odious Debt.

The doctrine of odious debt originated with arguments made by the US in 1898
during peace negotiations following the Spanish-American war. The US claimed that
neither the US nor Cuba should be responsible for the debt Cuba incurred under
colonial rule because first, the debt had been imposed upon the people of Cuba
without their consent and second, it had not been incurred for the benefit of the
Cuban people. These arguments prevailed, with Spain taking responsibility for the
Cuban debt under the peace treaty.42
The doctrine of odious debt holds that debt should not be transferable to successor
regimes if (1) it was incurred without the consent of the people and (2) was not for
their benefit.43 By established principle, consent of the people could be equated
with coming to power through a free and fair election. Could it be extended to debt
incurred only by decisions or sanction of representatives of the people in Parliament?
The underlying principle is that just as an individual does not have to repay money
that someone fraudulently borrows in her name, a country should not be
responsible for debt that was incurred without the people’s consent and was not for
their benefit.44 Even the debt relief movement rests on two main arguments: debt
further impoverishes poor countries, and loans were often illegitimate in the first
place.45
Some campaign groups including Jubilee South have argued that a substantial part
of poor- country debt is ‘illegitimate’ and that therefore the people of those countries
should not be saddled with repayment of those debts. This notion is vastly explored
by Joseph Hanlon in his paper, ‘Defining Illegitimate Debt: when Creditors Should be
Liable for Improper Loans.’46 First, he explains that a loan is illegitimate if it would
be against the national law, is unfair, improper, objectionable, or infringes public
policy. This broad test has received a lot of criticism as will be shown. Hanlon argues
the concept around illegitimate debt to be that the lenders should instead be made
42
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liable for their bad lending and that the people of poor countries should not be
forced to repay loans that the lender should never have made in the first place.
His paper also provides examples of debts that have been considered illegitimate:
from loans which fuelled corruption, to loans for dams and mining projects which
resulted in intense environmental and social damage as argued by Jubilee South
2001. It is also frequently argued that the rich North has a debt to the South,
historically for slave trade and colonialism, and more recently for the damage done
by cold war proxy wars and environmental depredations. Some loans have been
considered politically incorrect, for example an Argentine federal judge in 2000 who
ruled that debt contracted during the period of military dictatorship (1976-83) was
illegitimate.47
But more interestingly, Hanlon argues that inappropriate loans include those to
formally elected governments that have become dictatorial and are no longer using
the funds in the interest of the people. The problem with how far this line of
argument can be used to get out of indebtedness is that it is more social and
humanitarian than legal. One author has argued that the attempt by several NGOs
notably Jubilee South to stretch the concept of illegitimacy to cover the bulk of all
Southern sovereign debts by for example defining debts for projects that failed to
deliver the expected benefits as illegitimate is legally and economically untenable.48
There is great conflict between the narrow and the broad definition of illegitimate or
odious debt, with each school of thought making sound argument for why it should
be construed one way and not the other. For the broad school, differing definitions
have been used. A debt has been said to be illegitimate when; the debt was incurred
by an undemocratic regime, the borrowed funds have been used for what are
regarded as morally reprehensible purposes such as financing suppressive regimes,
repayment is a threat to fundamental human rights, the debt has grown to
unmanageable proportions as a result of external factors over which the country has
no control like higher market interests, and when debt that was originally
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commercial is taken over by the government of a debtor country through the
triggering of government guarantees.49
The Norway Minister of foreign Affairs (2004) commented on this definition as
appearing to catch all debt, and warned that if all these criteria were accepted, to
advocate for cancelling illegitimate debt would easily be seen as a recommendation
to cancel all developing countries debt which is neither appropriate nor desirable.50
Hanlon’s very broad definition therefore reflects the problem that ‘illegitimate’
threatens to cover virtually any sovereign, developing-country debt.
The issue is that if one implication of the illegitimacy debate is that developing
countries have no responsibility for having taken up loans for illegitimate purposes,
this is a very dangerous premise. Naturally, if debts can be defined as illegitimate
later on the basis of evolutions impossible to predict when loans were signed, this in
itself would mean less financing and more expensive loans, especially for the poorest
countries.51 It would also be blatantly unfair to bona fide creditors who comply with
their legal duties, as the risk that perfectly legal and legitimate contracts might
suddenly turn illegitimate is wholly different.52 A duty of care is already imposed on
lenders to observe professional standards and investigate relevant facts, such as
whether the person signing the contract has authority to do so.53 But there are
limits to creditor duties , and not all risk can or should simply be shifted onto
creditors.
Another conflict exists around what constitutes ‘odious’ debt. One view is that under
the existing doctrine, both conditions (‘without the consent of the people’ and ‘not
for their benefit’) must hold for a debt to be considered odious. Thus, the debts of a
regime that loots but rules democratically or of a non-democratic regime that
spends in the interests of the people would not be considered odious.54 This view
further argues that whereas loans are beneficial to the people if the government is
not odious and detrimental to them if the government loots the proceeds, a country
49
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should repay its loans either way, even if it has been looted by an odious regime.55
Therefore for debt to be odious the borrowing government has to be both
undemocratic and loot the funds or use them for repression.
A contrary view takes a more liberal approach to suggest that one should also
consider cases where the government is democratic but loots the proceeds from
borrowing or is democratic but spends incompetently so its borrowing does not
benefit the people.56 It is argued that in the latter case, even if the international
community does not want to go so far as to block such government’s ability to
borrow, it might still want to make it clear that it would not help rescue creditors
who lend to the government.57 While most would argue that a democratic country
following inefficient policies should be able to spend as it pleases, many contend
that the international community should not have to subsidise wasteful spending,
and it sometimes does so in the form of international aid packages to countries
whose economies have collapsed.58
There are a number of cases in which dictators have borrowed from abroad,
expropriated the funds for personal use, and then left the debts to the population
they ruled. For example under Mobutu Sese Seko, the former Zaire accumulated
over $12billion in sovereign debt while Mobutu diverted public funds to his personal
account, overseas treasure and to his efforts to retain power. Similarly, the
apartheid regime in South Africa borrowed from private banks through the 1980s
and a large percentage of its budget went to financing the military and police and
otherwise repressing the African majority.
In addition, there are debts that might be legal by strictly formal standards, yet
whose existence or servicing violates established norms. 59 If these debts were
recognised as illegal, there would be no need for relief as the debts would be void ab
initio. But this doctrine remains a minority legal view among legal scholars and has
gained little momentum within the international law community, largely out of
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concern that the concept of odious debt could prove to be a very slippery slope.60
Countries could claim that previous debt was odious as an excuse to renege on
legitimate debt, and if creditors anticipated being unable to collect on legitimate
loans, the debt market would shut down.61
Therefore, although as Hanlon points out the concept of illegitimacy is important in
pointing the blame of the debt crisis to politically driven and imprudent actions of
creditors rather than on the borrowers, this is not yet a well Uganda can draw from.
There is need to first define the terms ‘odious’ and ‘illegitimate’ in a meaningful,
uniform and internationally recognised way, so as to determine what precisely is to
be understood by such debts in order to determine how they should be treated if
those accepted legal norms prevailed. Only then can the case for Ugandan citizens
being absolved of the duty to pay back the wildly accumulating and yet
unproductive debt be properly be made.
Additionally, defining Uganda’s debt as illegitimate could put the country at risk of
economic sanction. There are proposals for an institution that assesses whether
regimes are odious.62 On such determination, arguments are made to shut down
the borrowing capacity of illegitimate regimes as a form of economic sanction
against them.63 Even further, there are calls to block regimes from any borrowing
that will be used in ways that do not benefit the people, even if the regime does not
loot or repress them but simply follows bad economic policies.64
This is based on the earlier stated rationale that the international community
should not subsidise wasteful spending, and trade sanctions have been seen to be
ineffective as third parties have incentives to break them. Instead, the case is made
for limiting sanctioned governments’ ability to borrow. For a country like Uganda
which doesn’t fund even half of its own budget, such a position would be very
disastrous to the economy and heavily impact the ability of its citizens to enjoy even
the minimum standard of human rights.
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3.0

THE HISTORY OF UGANDA’S DEBT.

The existence of over-indebtedness throughout most of the developing world for
decades defies the implication of immediacy and urgency that normally defines what
would be termed as a crisis.65 For over 25 years, the guiding principle of official debt
relief has been to do the minimum to avert default, but never enough to solve the
debt predicament.66 Uganda’s story can be summarised this way:
Since the 1980s, the international financial institutions and Western
creditor governments engaged in a self-deceptive and destructive
game of managing the third world debt problem from afar and forcing
unpopular economic policies down the throats of powerless countries
in the belief that the bitter medicine of macroeconomic adjustment
would ultimately put those countries on a path to prosperity and
freedom from debt. Two decades later, however, many poor countries
are in worse condition than when they started implementing
structural adjustment programs (SAPs) mandated by the IMF and
World Bank.67
In nominal terms, Uganda’s debt burden rose from US$172m in 1970 to US$3.6b in
1998, the year in which it first received debt relief under the HIPC Initiative.68 The
country’s external debt had increased over the decades because of the accumulation
of arrears as a result of successive governments defaulting on debt obligations,
deteriorating terms of trade, expansionary fiscal policies and heavy borrowing for
economic recovery and stabilisation programmes.69 By 1994, 70% of Uganda’s debt
was owed to multilateral creditors. In total, Uganda was granted debt relief
amounting to US$1b in net present value (NPV) terms to be delivered over a period of
20 years.70 The Ministry reports as follows;
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Nearly two decades ago, Uganda’s debt had peaked to unsustainable
levels such that the economy did not have the capacity to meet its
debt obligations. Fortunately, Uganda became the first country to
qualify for debt relief under the HIPC initiative in 1998 and
subsequently under the Enhanced HIPC in 2000. In 2006, Uganda
benefited from another form of debt relief under the Multi-lateral
Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI). All this debt relief eased Uganda’s debt
service obligations and our debt position has since remained
sustainable.71
However, it also reports a slowing-down of the country’s economic growth in the last
five years, averaging 4.5% compared to the 7% achieved during the 1990s and early
2000s.72 The combined relief given to Uganda under HIPC I and II was supposed to
enable the country remain on a sustainable development path for the foreseeable
future. 73 However, results from the two debt sustainability analyses (DSAs)
conducted in 2002 showed a rise in debt levels to almost 200%.74 Since 1998, a
series of sovereign debt crises in the developing world have reminded everybody that
although increased external financing can enhance economic growth and welfare, it
may also make countries more vulnerable to costly debt crises.75
The following table illustrates how Uganda’s debt continues to grow rapidly over the
years.
Figure 1: Trend of Public Debt in Billion USD from FY 2012/13 to December
2017
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Source: Debt Policy and Issuance Department Report, Ministry of Finance,
Planning and Economic Development.

A trend analysis of growth in interest payments over the last 10 years notes steady
progress in the increase of government expenditure on interest payments with an
annual average percentage of 78.5, which should raise a red-flag to debt mangers,
advisers and policy makers.76 Indebtedness over the years has been aggravated by
poor economic governance at the national level, as corrupt and unaccountable
political elites often supported by Western powers indulge in corruption, abuse of
office and repression, ill-conceived projects, fiscal imprudence and capital flight
which subsequently increase external debt.77 The excesses of many corrupt leaders,
however, does not raise eyebrows as long as these puppet regimes faithfully serve
the foreign polices of Western powers.78
4.0
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Uganda’s debt burden is gradually deepening as debt build up is increasingly
getting discordant with debt sustainability and economic growth.

80

Heavy

borrowing in recent years has tested government’s prudence in fiscal utilization and
the management of borrowed resources from the time of debt relief in the 1990s and
2000s. Some reports have indicated a public debt stock beyond the 50% threshold,
pushing the country into another debt trap.81 Such figures are unhealthy for an
economy aspiring to reach middle-income status with a debt position that is half of
its GDP and with domestic borrowing also increasingly getting costly.
Total public debt rose to $10.2b in December 2017 from $8.7b at the end of
December 2016 with 67% external debt. This is an increase of 17%, a result of which
increased the public debt to GDP ratio from 35.7% to 38.1%. Public debt service
involves payment of the principal, interest and other contractual obligations in
relation to government debt.82 By end of December 2017, total external debt service
amounted to $120.9m: 61.6% principal, 32% interest loan service and 6%
commissions. Debt service increased by 0.9% from 2016 to 2017.
Multilateral creditors accounted for 68%, while the rest was provided by bilateral
and commercial creditors. Bilateral creditors involve both Paris and non-Paris Club
creditors.83 The latter in Uganda include China, Saudi Arabia and India while the
largest Paris Club creditors include Germany, France and Japan. Multilateral
creditors are now dominated by the International Development Association and the
African Development Fund.
According to the Ministry of Finance, the current debt portfolio is dominated by
concessional external debt characterised by fixed and low interest rates, with long
repayment periods and maturities. These features have a strong influence on the
overall cost and risk exposure on Uganda’s existing debt portfolio. But even more
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disturbing is the country’s large undisbursed balance which stood at US$4.5b as of
December 2017. Such poor external debt portfolio performance issues relate to
committing loans without sufficient project preparation by the implementing
entities. The low absorption capacity for resources has continued to increase the
cost of government debt through aspects like commitment fees.
One scholar has argued that to the extent that highly indebted poor countries are
effectively bankrupt, it follows that they are not servicing their debts. 84 If they
‘appear’ to be servicing their debts that is in large part because they are
simultaneously receiving new money from official lenders in the form of loans or
grants in a phenomenon known as defensive lending.85 No government or individual
minister wants to admit the reality of the debt problem and yet in most cases, these
are the people who oversaw the accumulation of that debt. 86 Therefore, the
much-quoted ratios of public or external debt to GDP often do not convey the degree
of vulnerability of a sovereign to default risk.87
But even the Uganda government acknowledges that whereas the present value of
total public debt to GDP is within the 2013 Public Debt Management Policy
Framework and IMF and World Bank benchmarks, there are still glaring risks to the
rapidly-rising public debt especially external debt.88 It warns that the exchange rate
volatility and slow growth in exports could constrain Uganda’s ability to meet her
debt obligations. 89 Civil society also warns that due to financing development
through increased indebtedness, the government is now confronted with a huge
debt cost burden such that the sustainability of Uganda’s debt is questionable.90 In
addition, high debt may strain various prospects for economic growth by
discouraging public investment due to the high debt service costs.
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Following debt relief under the HIPC initiative and MIDR initiative over the past two
decades, external debt has rapidly increased in recent years and is increasingly
becoming a source of concern to policy makers, analysts and multilateral
institutions. 91 Despite evidence that debt relief can save lives, none of these
initiatives has succeeded in resolving Uganda’s debt crisis.92
The most recent developments from the Office of the Auditor General in a Report
released to Parliament this January 2019 indicate that Uganda’s public debt has
increased by 22% over the last financial year.93The Auditor General reported that if
the government were to service the loans as projected in the next financial year
2019/2020, it would require more than 65% of the total revenue collections, which
is over and above the historical sustainability levels of 40%. He also noted that
significant value loans have stringent conditions which could have adverse effects
on Uganda’s ability to sustain its debt. These conditions include a waiver of
sovereign immunity by the government over all its properties and itself from
enforcement of any form of judgement, adoption of foreign laws in any proceedings
to enforce agreements, and requiring the government to pay all legal fees and
insurance premiums on behalf of the creditor.
In essence, Uganda is continuously becoming a slave to her masters of credit, while
the much promised long-term development by borrowing to invest in infrastructure
and industry does not seem to be producing the intended results. Therefore, while
external debt ratios currently may appear manageable, their rapid growth is a
concern and requires action if a re-occurrence of the debt crisis of the late 1980s
and the 1990s is to be avoided.
5.0

Developing Trends.

Sovereign credit markets changed substantially in the 1990s in comparison to the
1980s. The most striking transition was in the composition of creditor groups: the
resolution of a debt crisis now requires dealing with a very large number- tens of
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thousands of bondholders scattered around the globe.94 Markets have changed.
Countries, and especially the emerging market countries, rely much less on
commercial bank credit and much more on securitized debt issued in the
international bond markets.95
In Uganda; China, Japan, France and Germany are the leading creditors in the
bilateral category that accounted for 28.7% of the external debt as at end of
December 2017. 96 The Public Debt Management Framework 2013 expands the
scope of debt from the traditional concessional financing to alternative means of
financing.
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Today,

China
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dominate

the

credit

portfolio

from

non-concessional sources.98 The sourcing of Uganda’s debt as of 2017 is illustrated
below.
Figure 2: External Debt Composition by Creditor.

Source: Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development. (see FN 72)
By the mid-1980s, the World Bank and the IMF increasingly pressed troubled
debtors to make still deeper reforms in exchange for adjustment loans. If
governments privatised state entities, ended subsidies and removed barriers to
foreign trade and investment, the international financial institutions argued, then
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investors would take risks again, economies would grow and tax revenues and
foreign exchange would flow into government coffers.99 Unfortunately, this did not
work. And rather than working to reduce the market failure or offset the
consequences, the IMF and other developed country lenders have done what they
can to make sure that those countries that have entered into these unfair contracts
fulfil them, whatever the costs to their people.100
The debt crises of the 1980s demonstrated that financial institutions exert influence
over the social and economic policies of developing countries in financial distress.
The IMF and the World Bank increased their influence by expanding the scope of the
conditions attached to their financial support to include a broad range of economic
and development issues.101 Commercial bank creditors on the other hand have
used their leverage to force sovereign debtors to assume most of the costs associated
with renegotiating their debt, and where applicable, to assume responsibility for
private sector debt.102 This situation is troubling and challenges the sovereignty
and freedom of action of debtor countries.
The resultant failure of globalisation to promote good governance and protect
human rights has created a vacuum that has been filled by China.103 This dynamic
was analysed thus:
The flaws associated with globalisation have given rise to a new
politics of confrontation due to dissatisfaction among the developing
countries. This has allowed China to revive the South and assume its
leadership…China seeks to build relations that are seemingly
accommodative and non-antagonistic as opposed to competition
which lies at the heart of globalisation…China accepts individual
African countries’ political and economic systems as it does not insist
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on democratisation, human rights protection, the rule of law, good
economic management or economic reforms as preconditions for
political, social and economic relations.104
China and Japan generally exclude human rights and good governance conditions
in their initiatives. 105 They give priority to infrastructural development, trade,
investment and rural development. With this laxity, Chinese-Africa relations are
most likely to drive the continent into serious debt, which works against the dignity
of the African people.106 Also, while Uganda’s government consistently reports that
debt portfolio is sustainably below the requisite threshold, the current increasing
non-concessional bilateral borrowing trend debt will definitely not be sustainable in
the long run, signalling that future spending will predictably rise even higher.107
6.0

THE

LEGAL,

POLICY

AND

INSTITUTIONAL

FRAMEWORK

FOR

UGANDA’S DEBT MANAGEMENT.
Historically, what has mattered most for development is not whether governments
intervened in the workings of the economy, but the fine details of how they did so.108
The UN Basic Principles on Sovereign Debt Restructuring Processes call for
transparency to enhance the accountability of the actors concerned, by the timely
sharing of data and processes related to sovereign debt workouts.109 Government
officials who authorize and execute borrowings carry responsibilities vis-á-vis the
people who must ultimately repay the money, which status makes wrongful any
form of self-interest or peculation on the part of government.110
As demonstrated earlier, Uganda’s Constitution provides for accountability to the
people, in particular through their representatives. Under Article 152, no tax can be
imposed except under the authority of an Act of Parliament. Article 159 grants
government the power to borrow or lend from any source, subject to authorisation
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by Parliament.111 The President is required to cause information to be presented to
Parliament on the utilisation and performance of the loan. This mandate is extended
to the Auditor General by Article 163(3b) which requires that the office conduct
financial and value-for-money audits in respect of any project involving public funds.
Parliament is also further mandated to monitor all expenditure of public funds
under Article 164(3).
In 2015, the Public Finance and Management Act (PFMA) was promulgated to
handle among others, the aspect of debt acquisition and management. It provides
that the fiscal objectives of the country shall be based on the maintenance of
prudent and sustainable levels of public debt.112 Again, Parliament is required by
§12(2) to ensure that public resources are held and utilised in a transparent,
accountable, efficient, effective and sustainable manner. Section 36 vests the
authority of government to raise loans in the Minster for Finance. With specific
exception to loans raised to manage monetary policy and those raised through the
issuance of securities, the Act requires that all other loans raised by the Minister
have their terms and conditions laid before Parliament. 113 No loan is to be
enforceable unless approved by a parliamentary resolution.
Other safeguards include the requirement by §42 that the Minister in charge submit
a report to Parliament on public debt and cause it to be published. The Ministry is
required, while presenting the national budget, to table a plan on public debt and
any other financial liabilities for the financial year. 114

Section 43 restricts all

expenditures to be incurred by government on projects which are extremely
financed, to appropriation by Parliament. Part VII of the Act provides for accounting
officers, accountant generals, an internal auditor general and audit committees. By
§78(1), if any of these officials or departments fail to meet the requirements of the
Act, Parliament is mandated to ask the Minister to make a report with an
explanation.
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The Ministry releases Medium Term Debt Management Strategies occasionally115,
explaining the factors that informed the choice of the plan presented, the state of the
country’s debt and its composition by creditor, as well as the characteristics of the
prevailing debt portfolio. Government also undertakes Debt Sustainability Analysis
(DSA) on an annual basis to assess the country’s level of indebtedness (solvency)
and its ability to service its debt, now and in the future (liquidity) based on the
performance of the economy.116 These initiatives are in compliance with the policy
set out by the 2013 framework (supra), which sets the benchmark for government of
Uganda to be that the country’s debt as a proportion to GDP does not exceed 50%.117
Other players include the Office of the Auditor General which compiles Follow-up
Audit Reports on the utilisation of external public debt as well as Value for Money
Audit Reports to check the management of public debt by the Ministry. Bank of
Uganda also records commentaries and observations on the current values of public
debt and the projected impacts on the economy.118 Civil society is represented by
Uganda Debt Network, an organisation founded in 1996 to champion the cause for
debt relief. 119 It has now established itself as a leading avenue to influence
accountable public resource management in Uganda. The Office of the Auditor
General in the Follow-up Audit Report of December 2015 mentioned as its
motivation, the organisation which raised concerns over the slow absorption of
loans as well as media reports.120
On the face of it therefore, Uganda seems to have in place the required
comprehensive framework defining procedures, apportioning responsibility and
drawing out accountability. The focus should as such be shifted to whether the
same is being adequately implemented and yielding the necessary results. There
have been complaints of missing information from the Auditor General’s reports
which portrays a low level of transparency in the dissemination of key information
about loan-supported projects to various stakeholders, but also impairs the picture
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of economic returns the country would obtain.121 Also, some loans are periodically
signed before parliamentary approval which affects and sometimes delays loan
effectiveness.122 This remains a cost to citizens in terms of loan repayment when
outright expected performance falls short.
On the international level, the UN observed that the link between sovereign debt and
governing state commitments to respect and guarantee human rights was generally
absent in the regulations governing the international financial sector.123 It took the
Argentine conflict with the holdout bondholders who had participated in its debt
restructuring to bring to light legal gaps at the international level that had to be
filled.124 This is a legal gap evident in Uganda’s framework as well. For developing
countries, one must take into account that debt relief especially debt cancellation
and restructuring of debt is an important mechanism to safeguard the people’s
well-being and their ability to exercise basic rights.125 Therefore, it is important that
more efforts are steered in that direction.
7.0

HOW UGANDA’S DEBT AFFECTS ITS CITIZENS.

Sometimes, even those calling for the forgiveness of debt lose sight of the
identification of the definitive source of credit and the cost to the ultimate
providers.126 Behind every official credit are tax payers. It is frequently argued that
the heavy and unsustainable debt that developing countries are asked to repay
largely originates from periods when they were governed by dictatorial regimes that
did not necessarily represent the interests of the people who are now expected to
repay this debt.127 However as explained earlier, a state borrowing in essence gives
the creditor a right to the future taxable income of those subject to its tax authority,
i.e. the present and future generations of citizens.
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A person’s human rights are fulfilled when they have access to the natural and
social resources that are ordinarily required to achieve a level of civic status and a
standard of living that are minimally adequate, and when such access to these
resources is secure. 128 Uganda’s expenditure on interest payments consumes a
huge chunk of national resources thereby cheating human development and service
delivery efforts. Such cost burdens deprive other sectors of resources necessary to
address the social recurrent economic needs of the citizens. As a consequence, debt
has a dramatic impact on health, education, nutrition and the employment of
hundreds of millions of people. It also undermines political stability, the
environment and long-term development. Consequently, living standards for the
majority of Ugandans continue to decline.
The delay or failure to utilize loans increases the cost of debt to tax payers in the
form of commitment fees paid on undisbursed loans. It also undermines timely
implementation of the projects for which these resources are borrowed and therefore
denies citizens the intended benefits of the loans.129 For the year ending June 2015,
while other East African countries had disbursement levels above the African
average of 20% for their World Bank portfolio, Uganda was at 12%.130 In 2017, the
energy sector realised more loan disbursement than other sectors, at 43.1%. This
was followed by works and transport at 18.6%. Health on the other hand was at
2.7% and education at 3.5%.131
It is trite to point out that the much-touted economic adjustment has been achieved
on the backs of the poor. Liberalisation of the economy and privatisation of state
enterprises in the 1990s by the government saw the retrenchment of many
employees who were left to suffer the drastic effects of job loss—some of them to date.
Increasing malnutrition, rising unemployment and poverty levels continue to
threaten the social fabric of highly indebted poor countries. It has actually been
observed that;
Debt servicing often absorbs well over one-quarter of African
countries’ limited government revenues, crowding out critical public
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investment in human development. Throughout Sub-Saharan Africa,
health systems are collapsing for lack of medicines, schools have no
books and universities suffer lack of library and laboratory facilities.
Even the so-called African ‘success’ cases such as Ghana and
Uganda are basically being held afloat for demonstration purposes by
continuing aid inflows…Many of the highly indebted poor countries
currently service their debt at the cost of widespread malnutrition,
premature death, excessive morbidity and reduced prospects for
economic growth. If the resources devoted to debt service were freed
up and successfully redirected toward basic human needs, there
would be significant improvement in human welfare.132
These observations are supported with data presented by another scholar who
records;
The poorest and most highly indebted poor countries account for 2/3
of all AIDS victims and have an average life expectancy of 51 years.
The immediate benefits of debt relief underscore the flip side of the
crisis. Debt payments now outweigh international aid by a factor of
almost 10:1 and make it impossible for developing countries to tackle
pressing crises including AIDS, refugees and natural disasters.
Having sacrificed a generation of children, sold or destroyed much of
their natural resources and therefore undermined their economic
potential to service debts, the long term prospect for these countries
is desperate.133
This desperation explains the extreme levels of taxation in Uganda today, the most
recent being the introduction of the controversial and highly contested Over-the-Top
(OTT) tax on the use of social media and mobile money services.134 This was shortly
followed by the tabling of a bill to tax workers’ retirement benefits.135 Whereas fiscal
policy is one of the major tools the government has at its disposal to enable the
fulfilment of debt obligations, questions need to be asked about what such
132
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developments mean for the citizens’ rights to information and to the internet, to
social security, to development, as well as the enjoyment of other economic and
social rights.
The impact of debt on Uganda’s sovereignty is another blow to the human rights of
its people. Rather than writing off bad loans, debts have resulted in a permanent
state of economic crisis for debtor countries, a steady flow of resources from South
to North and an ever stronger political-economic influence of creditor governments
over the policies of developing countries. 136 Meanwhile, attempts to defend
sovereignty can only go so far. In 1998, the Central Bank in Bank of Uganda v.
Banco Arabe Espanol 137 sought to deny liability for a loan of US$1m that the
Uganda government had borrowed from the Spanish bank. Kanyeihamba JSC (as he
then was) delivered the lead judgement dismissing the Bank’s arguments and
affirming the duty to repay the loan. He noted that:
Uganda, a sovereign state, and its central bank freely and willingly
sent their emissaries to Spain looking for a loan which they got from
the respondent, a respectable banking institution, and they accepted
the terms and conditions of that loan which government received …
There have been cases in the past and presumably there will be more
such cases in the future, in which it is right and proper to plead and
argue vigorously for the sovereignty of the state of Uganda and in its
defence and that of its institutions against all sorts of claims. In my
opinion, this is not one of them.
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Therefore, debt repayment and servicing also opens the door to foreign influence
and intervention in fundamental development decisions. Once the economy is being
driven by such external forces, it ceases to matter that the people have
representation in Parliament and can rally behind civil society organisations.
8.0
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A major push toward more effective means of dealing with unsustainable debt came
from the recognition that the absence of such measures has been extremely costly
both for citizens of the debtor countries and for the countries’ creditors.139 But
Uganda is not going to miraculously swing into a period of debt freedom and
budgetary surplus. History has proven that even initiatives for debt relief alone are
insufficient to cause such transformation. Ending debt trouble almost always
requires that creditors and debtors strike realistic compromises on repayment.140
Immediate measures are required to improve the absorption and utilisation of
external resources. A formal mechanism would require the creation of institutional
structures through which funds flow from banks to qualifying projects.141 Findings
of the different audits should continuously be publicised to ensure transparency
and accountability in debt management. Specifically, there is a need for a clear
empirical analysis on the exact contribution of debt to economic growth. This
information is missing from all the reports published by government. The country
needs to re-evaluate its priorities and deal with resource underutilisation and
mismanagement. Whereas it may be inevitable to borrow, we must answer the
question as to whether we are borrowing for the right reasons. More importantly,
whether the debt accumulation is yielding any substantial fruit.
The international plane sets an even higher standard for accountability.142 States
are required to ensure greater transparency in negotiations and agreements
between states and international financial and aid institutions. This must include
the publication and the widest possible dissemination of proposed and final
agreements concerning financial aid, debt repayment and monetary policy. After all,
citizens have a right to information in possession of the State.143 In addition, the
public must be given an appropriate opportunity to provide their own views prior to
final decisions being made, with plan modifications remaining a possibility at any
time.
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The UN also demands that any foreign debt strategy be designed not to hamper the
steady improvement of conditions guaranteeing the enjoyment of human rights, and
must be intended, inter alia, to ensure that debtor developing countries achieve an
adequate growth level to meet their people’s social and economic needs. 144
Furthermore, it emphasizes that the exercise of the basic rights of the people of
debtor countries to food, housing, clothing, employment, education, health services
and a healthy environment cannot and should not be subordinated to the
implementation of structural adjustment policies, growth programs and economic
reforms arising from the debt.145
There is a call from NGOs and others, including the IMF itself, for civil society to
have a role in the discussions leading to a debt-relief plan.146 The question is not
whether they should participate, especially in ostensibly-democratic societies like
Uganda, but the form and mechanism through which such participation should be
organised. This goes down to the issues of how policies and debt sustainability are
really determined. For example, the government budget is the key instrument of
economic policy. Civil society should continue to vigorously take part in the
budget-making process by making representations to the government through
participation in parliamentary debate, submitting presentations to the committees
in charge, general lobbying, and through any other means available. That is where
effective participation is required; that is where transparency is needed; and the
process through which the trade-offs that ultimately help determine sustainability
will be made.147
Lastly, Instead of concentrating only on taxation, Uganda should explore alternative
and more rigorous efforts at sustainability to create a stable debt situation. It should
now look into how best it can promote inclusive economic growth and sustainable
development, whilst minimizing economic and social costs and respecting human
rights. Sustainable development strategies must pay due regard to the human
rights of a country’s citizens. The indifference toward African lives must be
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challenged and exposed if we are to create a just world order where human rights
and human dignity take precedence over corporate rights and creditors’ greed.148
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